The definition of a vaccine is an injection that builds
antibodies to prevent infection and transmission of a
virus.
The COVID shot is not a vaccine. It is an experimental
medical protocol which doesn’t protect from
infection or transmission. The emergency use
application from Johnson & Johnson shows it
contains a Trans-gene in it.
Vaccine manufacturers are not liable for any damage
done by their products. With the already thousands
of deaths and tens of thousands of serious damage,
no one can sue the vaccine makers for accountability.
A partial list of what is in the untested, experimental
“vaccines”:
-

Aborted Fetal Cells
Experimental Synthetic mRNA
Mercury (Thimerosal) – one of the most toxic substances in existence
Fluoride – a toxic waste byproduct from petroleum fertilizer and aluminum factories
Aluminum – causes neurological damage
Formaldehyde – causes cardiac impairment and central nervous system depression
Polysorbate 20 & 80 – opens up the blood/brain barrier making it susceptible to damage
Polyethylene Glycol (PEG) – 70% of people are allergic

The number one vaccine proponent in the world, Dr. Geert Vanden Bosshe, said we must stop the
COVID “vaccine” program immediately. https://www.brighteon.com/9b41089a-5551-4c6e-87e510efed5a6807
-

-

-

Your natural antibodies (un-vaccinated people) are non-specific antibodies, which means they
will protect you from COVID and all the variants.
The COVID shot antibodies are specific antibodies, which means they can only protect from the
current strain of COVID, not the variants and it destroys your natural immune system.
The vaccine induced antibodies out-live and out-compete our natural antibodies which means if
you get the shot, and are exposed to a virus variant, the vaccine antibodies will dominate over
your natural antibodies and your immune system will not be able to protect you from variants
or other pathogens from being greatly weakened.
In natural pandemics, viruses tend to mutate and become less deadly over time. We have
inserted a mechanism (COVID shot) that is teaching the virus to go in the opposite direction
making it more infectious and deadly.
Where are all these highly infectious variants coming from? They are coming from where our
original vaccine trials came from - South Africa, Brazil and the UK. The COVID shot is the cause of
the mutating virus.

The COVID shot has not undergone typical safety studies or successfully passed animal testing. In past
years, when they tested a vaccine for SARS and MERS (both coronavirus type diseases) almost all the
animals died from a hyper-immune response after being given the shot and then exposed to the virus.
A Pfizer researcher said “never ever bypass long-term animal testing for a coronavirus vaccine.”
Even your doctor doesn’t know everything that is in the shot because under the Emergency Use
Authorization, they are not required to list all the ingredients.
They claim that mRNA doesn’t alter your DNA. The head of Moderna, in 2015 in an article published by
Nature, was boasting of the fact that his mRNA was able to change a cell from one type to another. This
can only be done through DNA manipulation.
They misrepresent the safety of the COVID shot by claiming it has a 95% safety and efficacy rating. They
fail to tell you that they are not referring to long-term studies, contracting the virus or transmitting the
virus. They are only referring to the ability to lessen any symptoms you might get from the virus by up to
95%. They call it a vaccine but that is not the definition of a vaccine. In the actual Emergency Use
Authorization paperwork by Pfizer, it states that there is less than 1% actual risk reduction, meaning it
won’t stop transmission, and less than 30% relative risk reduction which means if you take the shot and
get COVID, you will get less sick than if you didn’t take the shot. They don’t say it will greatly decrease
hospitalization or death (as reported in the media) what they say is that it will be slightly less.
The COVID shot has never been approved by the FDA. Approval requires long-term safety studies.
The COVID shot is being used under the Emergency Use Authorization (EUA).

To qualify for EUA there must not be alternative therapies available to treat the condition. There are 89
FDA approved drugs for treating COVID-19, which have been hidden from the public for over 1 year.
Since there are approved and effective treatments for COVID-19, the EUA has been illegally instituted to
force an unnecessary COVID shot onto the public. The medical establishment has known of
Hydroxychloroquine, and its ability to effectively treat viruses, for over 40 years. Hydroxychloroquine
stops the transmission of the virus, the COVID shot does not.
Back in February of 2020, if they had given Hydroxychloroquine to everyone over the age of 17, and told
them to take two per week for the next five weeks, this virus would have been over. No lockdowns, no
mask wearing, no business closures, no economic crash, no school closures, no rampant fear, no
increase in depression, no additional deaths from missing doctor visits and no additional deaths from
suicides.
Hundreds of thousands of people unnecessarily died due to the incorrect application of ventilators when
approved therapeutics would have saved most of them.
Dr. Seligman in Israel, looked at government numbers in Israel. February, 2020, Palestine and Israel
disease numbers were going down. Palestinians didn’t get the vaccine and the death rate numbers
continued to go down. Israel got the vaccine and their death rate started to go up. In February Israel
vaccinated 12.5% of the population, 51% of the COVID deaths were vaccinated people. Ages over 60,
with the Pfizer vaccine, the risk of dying of COVID went up by 40 times. In people under 39, the risk of
dying from COVID went up 260 times if you took the shot over those who didn’t.
The virus is not the problem. Our inappropriate response to the virus is. Masks, lockdowns, business
closures, school closures, ventilators and the restriction of using FDA approved medications are the real
causes of the devastation.
The CDC, WHO and AMA all demonized Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin as effective treatments
when thousands of doctors worldwide were using them effectively and saving 99+% of their patients.
Masks do not prevent spread as infected room air gets into the mask by spending an amount of time in
the room with an infected person.
Higher risk of infection has to do with close proximity for an extended period of time, proving lockdowns
have caused more spread than not being locked down.
Wearing masks outside is 100% insane, as proven by a recent MIT study, though anyone with common
sense knew that all along.
In the history of medicine, no one has ever talked about masks making any difference in protecting
against small particle airborne viruses. Infectious disease experts, like Anthony Fauci, know this so either
they have major memory impairment or they are lying.

Before 2020, there is no literature that supports the wearing of masks, or quarantine, of asymptomatic
people. Masks are proven to not be protective, they are a symbol of submission and subservience. In
cults, masks are a symbol that I will become what you want me to be, I will be silent and obey.
N95 masks are rated to hold in 95% of particles .3 microns in size and larger. Flu is .2 microns and COVID
is .1 micron so even these masks are ineffective.
Doctors who believe in masks for the prevention of spreading an airborne virus are either being paid or
being played and they need to go back to school to be properly educated.
Lockdowns spread the disease. Republican run states, that had less lockdown restrictions than Democrat
run states, have fewer positive cases. Freedom comes from the Right. Restrictions and fear come from
the Left.
Beyond shots developed by Pfizer, Moderna, Johnson & Johnson and Astra Zeneca, there are 89
additional COVID-19 shots being developed.
The CDC is a private company, not a US government agency.
The CDC and the WHO have committed multiple mistakes, miscalculations and lies.
There is a push to demonize those not wanting the un-tested, experimental COVID shot, painting them
as a threat to the rest of society. There is strong evidence to show that unvaccinated women are having
serious health issues by being around vaccinated people. There appears to be some sort of transmission
from the vaccinated to the unvaccinated that is causing great harm.
The media only broadcasts one side and will not give any time to the opposing viewpoint. There is not
one media outlet, conservative or liberal, that will honestly present both sides of the issue. Not one that
will conduct an honest and open debate. Why do you think that is? What are they afraid of?
Doctors and experts against the experimental shot are not afraid to debate. They are waiting for the
chance and no media outlet will grant it. Shouldn’t that tell you everything you need to know about who
has true science on their side?
Google, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc., have been censoring anyone who wants to have a real
discussion about COVID-19. They will not allow the opposing view. What are they afraid of?
This entire exercise is a purposeful takedown of our society.
Thousands and thousands have died from the COVID shot and tens of thousands have been greatly
harmed.
The inventor of the PCR test, used to detect COVID-19 positive cases, said very strongly that his test is
being misused and is not appropriate or accurate for detecting COVID-19.
Even the CDC admitted that only 6% of all reported COVID-19 deaths were caused solely by COVID-19.

Heart attacks, strokes, cancer, people on hospice, death from automobile and motorcycle accidents and
even suicides are being registered as COVID-19 deaths.
There is a concerted effort to keep us in the dark about the true facts. Do not trust the people who are
being paid to implement this sham.
If the people in power, the media and Big Tech are censoring world-renowned, highly-educated doctors
and experts, not allowing them to speak, and attacking them for presenting factual scientific
information, that simply means they are correct and a direct threat to the misrepresentations –
otherwise they would welcome open debate, which they do not.
Article: “Psychopathology And The Origins Of Totalitarianism: People will not voluntarily become slaves
to a dictator, but they willingly give up their freedom if they are in fear – like people alone in their car
with a mask on. They can be manipulated to give up their freedom through standard psychological
techniques. First, isolate the victim to limit human support. Second, monopolize the perception.
Institute lockdowns and have the media bombard people with a constant flow of misrepresented
information and fear mongering. Want proof? From January to August 2020, the chance of surviving
COVID was 99.991% worldwide. During the same period the chance of surviving the Flu was 99.992%.
Where’s the pandemic?

Papers in 1974 and the 2004 paper published in “Virology”, that specifically mention Chloroquine
(precursor of Hydroxychloroquine) for the treatment of Influenza A. It inhibits Influenza A which means
it stopped the virus from getting into cells. So for the last 17+ years they’ve been telling us to “take our
flu vaccine” because 60,000 people died last year – they were letting them die without any attempts to
treat them with a proven therapeutic. Why? To support a 69 billion dollar vaccine industry? If small
town doctors can figure this out and big shot university doctors can’t, something else is going on here.
There is a ton of evidence that Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin work extremely well in the
successful treatment of Flu and COVID-19. Every single doctor who has treated with these therapeutics
knows for a fact that they take the virus down, especially when treated early.
The worse death rate in the world was New York City at the end of August, 2020 with a 0.17% death
rate, deaths per capita. Uganda, Nigeria, Senegal had the best (lowest) death rate of .000030%. Those,
and all countries that openly use Hydroxychloroquine, had the lowest death rates. Why didn’t the fancy
doctors in New York pay attention and do what this small town doctor did who read the medical
literature, screened 20,000 patients, treated 2,000 patients resulting in zero deaths and one minor
hospitalization?
There is a long history of vaccine companies lying to us as well as billions of dollars paid out to people
who experienced vaccine damage and death. Our troops contracted Gulf War Syndrome which led to
ALS, a fatal neurologic disease, at four times the normal rate. Years later it was determined that it was
caused by Squalene that was the adjuvant in the anthrax vaccine given to the soldiers. From there the

CDC said Squalene is not in any vaccine used in America. Around 2016 it was discovered that they were
putting Squalene in the Flu vaccines and labelling it MF-59. Autism rates in children, with increased
vaccines and frequency over the past few decades, has gone from 1 in 10,000 to 1 in 54. Coincidence?
Vaccine companies are not worthy of our trust.
Something isn’t right. They really, really, really don’t want us to have treatment and instead they most
definitely want us to have the COVID shot. There is no other conclusion. They were caught using falsified
literature to support their positions. They made up a database and claimed it was run by a company that
turned out to be run by a science fiction writer and a porn star. Then an explosion in Taiwan burned
down the #2 Hydroxychloroquine production factory in the world. Two additional plants, one in the USA
and one in Mexico, precursor plants for Hydroxychloroquine, burned down at almost the same time.
Is it about money? If it was simply that, why put together an expensive shot, without adequate testing,
with the potential to harm people? They could simply use harmless ingredients, play on the fears of the
people and make a fortune.
If not money, is it depopulation? Over several decades, the billionaire club constantly talked about
population control. Rockefeller Foundation documents and speeches from John D. Rockefeller, Henry
Kissinger’s speeches, Bill Gates, Klaus Schwab all refer to population control. Bill Gates did a TED talk
where he says, “if we do a really great job with women’s reproductive services (abortions) and vaccines,
we can lower the population by 10-15%”. The Georgia Guide Stones say we should only have 500 million
people on the Earth. Prince Phillip said if I die I want to come back as a reincarnated germ so I can kill
90% of the world’s population.
If not for money or depopulation is it Artificial Intelligence (AI)?: Klaus Schwab talks about merging with
artificial intelligence. He said we can merge humans with AI and leave behind the humans who won’t
comply just as we left behind the chimpanzees.
Is it all three?
Is COVID a Bio-weapon? Project for the New American Century (PNAC) September, 2000 written by
heads of our military, including people like Wolfowitz and Cheney, on what to do to be ready militarily
for the 21st Century. “Advanced forms of biologic warfare that can target specific genotypes may
transform biologic warfare from the realm of terror to a politically useful tool”. Developing the ability to
use bio-weapons for politics.
A healthy immune system creates a healthy population. Optimal levels of Vitamin D are essential for
maintaining a healthy immune system, which is the best defense against COVID or any virus. Normal
Vitamin D levels reduce your risk of hospitalization by 90%. The world has a Vitamin D deficiency. If one
has a D level of 50ng/ml (range 20 – 100) one cannot develop a “cytokine storm” (that which kills in
COVID). This video goes over the importance of optimal levels of Vitamin D, Magnesium, Zinc, etc. that
are vital to a healthy immune system. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wPbxOeYAC7s If there is a
treatment for a disease, by law the federal government cannot approve a vaccine. The NIH, the

approver of medications, co-holds the patent on the COVID “vaccine” with Moderna. That is a huge
conflict of interest and no incentive for the NIH to educate the public on effective medications.
The CDC, WHO, Fauci and the rest of the “task force” never talked about what we could do to avoid
contracting COVID-19, or at least fight it off once contracted, like optimizing your immune system.
-

Hydroxychloroquine & Ivermectin (under a doctor’s supervision)
Have a Vitamin D level above 30 (preferably up to 80)
Maximize Zinc & Vitamin C Ascorbate (not ascorbic acid)
200-400 mg CO-Q10 before bed
Eat healthy organic real foods (not packaged)
Exercise daily (get out in the sun and fresh air)
Avoid foods that cause inflammation (Sugar & fast foods)
Don’t be over-weight
Limit exposure to 5G, Smart Meters & Wifi (hard wire your internet connection)

Instead they implemented things proven to make our immune system weaker.
-

Shut people in causing anxiety, depression and loss of income
Closing of small businesses while allowing big box stores to remain open
Lack of sun and being outside in the fresh air
Non-stop media reports creating fear without offering anything from the other side
Requiring mask wearing, breathing in our own CO2 and other toxins we need to expel
Impact on children: Fear, learning deprivation, Increased autoimmunity & asthma

